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tourists frequently passed through salt lake city after the transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869 many visitors recorded their
impressions of the city and its inhabitants one visitor leopold bierwirth
a new york city merchant kept a diary during his 1872 railroad journey
from new york to san francisco the diary is similar to other travel narratives but contains much more detail and insight than most others bierwirth s observations are particularly valuable because they were written
during his visit rather than later the portion of
ofbierwirth
bierwirth s diary reporting
his visit to salt lake city including his impressions of brigham young is
reproduced below
1

short biography of leopold bierwirth
leopold bierwirth was born near bremen germany in 1801 starting
as a representative for a prominent german shipping house in charleston
south carolina at the age of twenty seven bierwirth spent his entire
career as an international merchant in 1832 he moved to new york city
and involved himself in export trade with europe joining the firm faber and
merle which soon became faber and bierwirth he later entered into a
partnership known as bierwirth and rocholl in which he remained until
his death his multiple business interests led him to serve for twelve years
as president of the orient mutual insurance company at the time of this
journey his business interests were primarily directed toward cotton 2
aside from his business pursuits bierwirth was greatly interested in
immigration and humanitarian aid having noticed the extent to which
foreign immigrants were mistreated he with a few friends appealed to the
US government to organize a committee for countering the problems

for a discussion of other travelers accounts of salt lake city during the nineteenth century see thomas K hafen city of saints city of sinners the development of salt lake city as a tourist attraction 1869 1900 western historical quarterly
i1

autumn 1997 343 77
2
leopold bierwirth new york times october
party salt lake daily herald october 1i 1872
28
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immigrants faced the committee was approved and bierwirth became
one of the founding members of the commission of emigration and sat on
the commission for its first three years he also served for many years as a
member of the new york chamber of commerce and as the consul for
wiirttemberg germany 3
boudain
if the records are accurate in showing that he married emily goudain
on november 61841 in the trinity church of new york city and that by
1850 his oldest child leopold G was 12 then bierwirth was either married
previously or had a child out of wedlock his other two children in 1850 were
ida age 9 and emily 3 census records for that year include two additional
individuals in the bierwirth household cora goudain
boudain probably mrs bier
Grosen hold 19 from germany possibly a
wirths sister 40 and charlotte grosenhold
maid Bier
bierwirths
wirths wife and her sister were both natives of new york 4
already seventy one years old when he undertook the arduous journey
across the country bierwirth died at his brooklyn residence less than two
1874 issue of
years after he returned home his obituary in the october 31
311874
315
115
5
calis him an old and highly respected merchant 015
the new york times calls

the trip to utah
immediately after the completion of the railroad in 1869 riding the
rails across the united states became a popular fad in new york and other
eastern cities some travelers wanted to see california colorado and
cormons
Mor mons
wyoming but many were primarily interested in visiting the mormons
members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints having escaped
persecutions in ohio missouri and illinois in the i83os
183os and aos
40s had estab4os
lished impressive settlements throughout the intermountain west including their headquarters in salt lake city with the civil war over and
slavery in the southern states crushed much political attention focused on
mormons peculiar practice of
the remaining pillar of barbarism the cormons
mormons
plural marriage or polygamy incited in large measure by anti cormons
in utah who were jealous of the political and commercial power of the
church newspapers throughout the country expressed various opinions of
the practice congress had already begun to enact antipolygamy legislation

leopold bierwirth

october 31
187412 friedrich kapp immigration and the
31187412
commissioners of emigration new york arno 1969 86
4 US census of population manuscript schedules for third ward brooklyn
kings county new york 1850 marriage record for leopold bierwirth extracted from
trinity church parish records new york new york as listed in international
genealogical index 4.01
401
i2
ia
5 leopold bierwirth october 31
311874
187412
3
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hence many had a great desire to visit utah and see for themselves the
cormons
Mormons
institutions and material progress of the mormons
one of the earliest dignitaries to make such a visit was former secretary of state william H seward 1801 72 who visited salt lake city
august ig
19 23 1870 while on the first leg of a tour around the world his
impressions were dictated during the trip and were published posthu
humously in 1873 as william H sewards travels around the world the
book which records his political social moral and philosophical observations and reflections in his own words gives a fair minded summation
of the general sentiments of the day seward s account serves as a backdrop
to Bier
bierwirths
wirths observations for bierwirth carried to salt lake city letters of
introduction from seward apparently a trusted associate bierwirth likely
consulted with seward sometime during 1871 or 1872 concerning his journey
to the west and may have even read sewards manuscript prior to undertaking his own journey 6
bierwirth had two close friends as traveling companions herr von
schleiden then a member of the german parliament who had served for
thirteen years as the minister plenipotentiary to washington from the
hanseatic cities and later was sent to the court of st james and herr
johannes rosing LLD consul general of the german empire at new york 7

the diary
hight in april 1999 8
fight
bierwirth
wirthss diary came to light
bler
the salt lake city entries of Bier
the diary is located in the new york historical society new york city
which also holds letters bierwirth sent to various correspondents the
61
x 7 x 34 and displays penmanship that is steady for
diary measures 614
Bierwirths age it covers the entire trip from new york to san francisco
bierwirths
As the group traveled by train across the kansan plains bierwirth
recorded his first encounter with indians he made special mention of the
clean exhilarating air a welcome change from the industrial smog of
new york shortly after a stop at salina kansas he saw his first buffalo
bierwirth also described a stop in denver and the beauty of colorado
after a short side trip to colorado springs the group continued on to
cheyenne which bierwirth described as being located in a dreary plain
he noted the magnificence of echo and weber canyons leaving from
11

william H seward william H seward s travels around the world ed olive
risley seward new york D appleton 1873 4 distinguished party october 1i 1872
7 an excursion deseret evening news october 1i 1872
8 the author ofthis
orthis
of this introduction followed a lead suggested by his son kelly cannon a librarian at muhlenberg college
6
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ogden by rail bierwirth and his party arrived in salt lake city on september 28
1872 remaining there for three days
281872
written in the past tense apparently shortly after events transpired
Bier
bierwirths
wirths salt lake city entries are published below original spelling
Bier wirths own above line
punctuation and grammar has been preserved bierwirths
thig wa
insertions are marked with
strike outs are noted in this
way my own
why
editorial additions are marked with
material that has been scratched
j question marks
out and thus rendered illegible is marked this way
indicate words that can be read different ways
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by 8 0 clock AM 9 saturday september 28 1872 we were at the
figi in the great mormon capital it was saturday
townsend house ifigij
we had been told that when brigham young knows distinguished foreigners to be in the city on a sunday he generally seized the opportunity
to preach and as we were naturally anxious to hear him we immediately
after our arrival sent him our cards with a letter of introduction from
mr william H seward the answer brought back to us was that president

X

the townsend house located on the corner of west temple and
first south streets the townsend house was salt lake citys
cites leading
FIG i

hotel in the early 1870s
isyos
isbos built by peter townsend in 1867 68 it featured a
kitchen dining room and cellar refrigerator room many prominent visitors in addition to the leopold bierwirth party stayed in the townsend
wifliam H seward described the townsend house in these terms
wiuiam
house wiiliam
wearied and worn with mountain travel a hostelry even less neat and
cheerful than the townsend house managed by an englishwoman the
second of four wives would have been acceptable to us travels around
the world 17 the structure was torn down in 1923 see pioneer hotels in
vols salt
the west comp kate B carter 12 VOIS
the west in heart throbs odthe
of
ofthe
lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1939 51 5330 31

this time is likely meant

to be 800
800 PM A local newspaper substantiates this
point by saying that the party arrived at the townsend house in the evening
9

distinguished party october
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young had gone to the theatre10
theatre10 and would not receive our cards until the
following morning sunday
when the next day sunday september 29
18721
1872 the time arrived we went to the tabernacle11
tabernacle11 and entering the building a gentleman stepped up to us and courteously but silently led us to
grand seats not far from where in our churches the pulpit or reading
desk is placed soon the tones of an excellent organ 12 well played filled the
vast building and then a choir of about 50 singers 13 seated on a platform in
front of the organ arose and with a degree of perfection 1I have never heard
excelled in any of our churches sang one of mozart s grand cantatas
cant
atass this
cantata
was followed by a few words from one of the apostles introducing a
young man 14 who had just returned from a missionary tour in europe
he gave an account of his work first in swedish and then in english
endeavoring to show that his mission had reasonably been successful his
remarks were remarkable only for the evidence of his sincere belief in ewe
ebe
the
truths
ttths eof mormonism after this the apostle gave out a hymn comtr tuths
mencing in the words
how beautiful are their feet
hiu15
who stand on zions hill15

10 showing on saturday evening was a popular american play called the
lo
octoroon or life in louisiana written by dion boulicault
Boucic
boucicault
ault according to theater critic
arthur hobson quinn the octoroon represented so truly the actual conditions in
louisiana that it won the sympathy of northerners and southerners alike arthur
hobson quinn ed representative american plays from 1767 to the present day yth ed
rev new york appleton century crofts 1953 371 72 that such a play should be
playing in salt lake at the time shows the rapid cultural advancement of the wilderness
city see theatre deseret evening news september 301872
30 1872
ii the tabernacle was completed five years earlier paul L anderson tabernacle salt lake city in encyclopedia of
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols
ofmormonism
new york macmillan 1992 41433 34
12 this organ was the original installed by joseph ridges in 1867 it had 700 pipes
rather than the current 11000 of its expanded descendant orpha ochse the history
of the organ in the united states bloomington indiana university press 1975
188 90 309 11
13 in 1869 george careless was appointed the director of a small choir that had
been singing for most of the utah conferences to that date the salt lake tabernacle
choir had about 85 members K newell dayley mormon tabernacle choir in encyclo
clopedia
pedia of
mormonism 2950 52
ofmormonism
orthis
of this young man is unclear anders C grue was the first speaker
14 the identity ofthis
in the morning session but whether he is the speaker to which bierwirth refers is
unknown services in the tabernacle deseret evening news september 301872 other
possibilities are elders P 0 thomassen and arne christiansen the two returned missionaries
aries the deseret news lists as returning that week from missions to scandinavia
sion
returned missionary deseret evening news september 30 and october 221872
1872
15 the author of this hymn is listed as isaac watts the hymn actually begins
songs por
how beauteous are their feet sacred hymns and spiritual songsfor
jesus
howbeauteous
for the church ofjesus
of lesus
lanner
christ of
lanter
latter day saints i4th
14th ed salt lake city george Q cannon 1871 118
irth
oflatter
ii8419
419
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chewn us to our
and while the organ preluded the gentleman who had shewn
seats brought me a hymn book enabling me to follow the choir the hymn
was sung with exquisite taste none of the voices attempting to predominate at the expense of harmony though some of them as we had noticed
while listening to the cantata were really splendid
di
discours
scours of nearly an hours duration from
the hymn was followed by a discourse
one of the bishops in defence of polygamy 16 his language and manner did
not show a high degree of culture but the speaker made up for it in violence not to say ferocity of denunciation expressing his convictions in
thunders like these there are not men enough this side of hell to put us
down no one pronounced a prayer or blessing the service closed with
singing by the choir of the hymn ere long the veil will rend in twain the
17
1117
king descend with all his train
after leaving the tabernacle we strolled along the beautiful street in
which is brigham youngs residence 18 it is a low building in midst of a
square covering probably 10
15 acres surrounded by a stone wall 10
io 0
io to
015
12 feet high with the gates closed the place seemed strong enough to withstand an attack of indians or of a mob of gentiles but 1I do not think it
could resist a minutes firing of general morrow s artillery A short distance from one of the gates some one rapidly followed and overtaking us
politely inquired if we were the gentlemen who had sent our cards to president young being answered in the affirmative he gave us the president s
compliments with the request to step in following the invitation we
walis of which were covered with
wails
entered a rather large square room the walls
the portraits of all the great saints from joe smith to the present time and

16

A note here inserted by bierwirth and written out at the bottom

the government of the mormon church

of the page reads

in utah comprises 3 presidents

12

apostles

and 70 bishops
jesse C little was the second speaker in the morning session at this time he was
the second counselor to the presiding bishop edward hunter andrew jenson latter
day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographical sketches of prominent men and women in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 4 vols salt
lake city andrew jenson history 1901
36 1242 43
igol 361242
17 this hymn was written by parley P pratt sacred hymns 17 417
18 this street then known as brigham street is now south temple street president youngs official residence was the beehive house leonard J arrington brigham
young american moses new york alfred
alfted K knopf 1985169
1985 169 for more information
about president young s homes see dean C jessee A man of god and a good kind
father brigham young at home in this issue of BYU studies seward described the
interior of the beehive house the furniture and appointments of the beehive
bee hive like
those of the other houses are frugal but comfortable and order and cleanliness prevail
in them all seward travels around the world 21 22
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near a table in the center were seated ready to receive us the three presidents of the mormon church of utah brigham young first counselor
george A smith and second counselor daniel HJ
H wells we introduced
ourselves and then president young presented us to his colleagues instead
of entering into general conversation each one of the high dignitaries
engaged one of us and when after our instructive chat of 15 to 20 minutes
we rose to depart we were offered a glass of ice water which my companin the
ions at once and 1I with some hesitation accepted my collaborator
a man apparently beyond the meridian
sanctum was president smith
of life free and easy in his manners and his great bulk and a countenance
the reverse of pale and pensive did not weaken on the contrary strengthened the impression his conversation made on me that he must be very
good natured 19 when the water was offered to me I asked him whether
1I might take it with impunity20
impunity20 look at me I drink nothing but water
was his reply we all drank the water and then president young dismissed
1

1

1

1

1

us with his blessing
in the afternoon we again went to the tabernacle expecting to hear
brigham young but he did not preach 2 1 the attendance was much larger
all the seats in the enormous edifice seemed
than in the morning
occupied and if the statement be true that as many as 10000 people can
be and frequently have been crammed into the building
budding then the estimate
of the number present that afternoon 7000 to 8000 was no exaggeration
and indeed when after service we saw the crowd come out and considered
the time it took to clear the court and the adjacent streets we were quite
cormons unquestionably
willing to admit the estimate as correct 22 the mormons
are a church
going people
churchgoing
1

ig
19 george A smith 1817 75 was renowned for his excellent memory and his
somewhat comic antics such as giving extraordinarily brief prayers and sermons and
wiping sweat from his face with his wig while speaking in general conference approximately two weeks after this encounter with bierwirth president smith left on an
eight month mission to the holy land which he re dedicated for the gathering of the
jews merlo J pusey builders of the kingdom george A smith john henry smith
george albert smith studies in western history and culture provo utah brigham
young university press 1981
20 bierwirth was not impressed by the spartan refreshments and may have also
had concerns about the safety of drinking the water
21 bierwirth s expectations may have been piqued by william
wiffiam H seward s account
to mr seward s presence the seraf
of a brigham young sermon after a kind allusion
lusion
mon ran to incoherent and pointless exhortation seward travels around the world 20
bulit to seat 6000 the gallery
budt
22 the downstairs of the tabernacle was originally built
seated an additional 3000 anderson tabernacle salt lake city 41433 34
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the service was similar to the one we had been present at in the morning the music of organ and choir was excellent we had again a discourse
on doctrinal points 23 during the delivery of which the lords supper was
served not in a manner however 1I am sorry to say to make the rite impressive there were 12 plates and 12 cups and 12 deacons or bishops first distributed
tri buted the bread and then the wine or rather the water and they had
to come repeatedly for fresh supplies to serve all the act resembled more
the performance of a job than the administring
adminis
administering
tring sic of a holy ordinance 24
in the evening we received a note from president young placing his
carriage at our disposal during our stay in the city and a little later presi251 with two
welis
wells 221
dent weils
of the more promitant sic citizens of the place all
connected with the church paid their respects and wished to know how
they could serve us it again so happened that we did not engage in general
conversation but each one of us was taken hold of by one of our visitors
1I afterwards
the gentleman who devoted his special attention to me
found out was the husband of two ofpres1
of prest young s daughters 26 he was a
man of more than ordinary intelligence but also a strong believer in morcon
monism he related a great many interesting incidents relating to connected with the early history of the church spoke of the many hard
struggles of the colony in the first dozen years in utah how for 6 months
nails c
nalis
nalls
they had to suspend work on their dwellings because they had no naus
etc but their severest trial was in later years they had by means of irriremark soil reasonably productive the fields
gation made thew fields femmi
reffi
began to look beautifully gladdening the hearts of all when the grasshoppers and locusts appeared and soon threatened total destruction seeing that the insects moved in one direction and would soon arrive at one of
the ditches made for the purpose of irrigation the people placed straw along

george Q cannon 1827 1901 a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles
delivered this sermon services in the tabernacle september 30
1872
301872
24 sewards observation was less critical the ceremony though attended with less
decorr
denomisolemnity is conducted in the same manner as in the more popular protestant denorr
nations with the difference that water is used in place of wine a special prayer being
offered that the substitution may be approved seward travels around the world 18 ig
19
25 daniel H wells 1814 91 also served as mayor of salt lake city 1866 76
lawrence R flake prophets and apostles of the last dispensation provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 2001 255 58
26 although both george thatcher and hiram B clawson married two of
brigham youngs daughters the gentleman mentioned here is probably the latter
clawson 1826 1912 managed president youngs private business affairs for many
years and so would have been constantly near him orson F whitney history of utah
4 vols salt lake city george Q cannon and sons 1892 1904 4201 3
23
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the trench expecting the grasshoppers would get entangled therein and
indeed such was the case the straw was then set on fire and millions of the
insects were burned but the joy of the people at the happy deliverance
was short lived soon fresh swarms of locusts appeared and nothing now
mormons but their trust in providence and
remained for the sorely tried cormons
10 the next day suddenly the sky was
that saved them they prayed and lo
darkened by many thousands of white gulls coming from the lakes and
pouncing upon the locusts made short work of them in the words of my
informant
they gobbled them as fast as the hen picks up the grains of
and the following morncorn and immediately threw them up again
ing the gulls had disappeared leaving behind the inanimate remains of millions of locusts which caused no serious inconvenience but might be used
perhaps my features expressed incredulity I1 felt that
as a fertilizer 27
I1 could not altogether control them may be you will call this a big story
sald
said
added my informant it sounds extravagant I1 saidj
saida but do you speak of
1 I have
seen with my own eyes
your own knowledge 1 I do he replied 1
have witnessed myself all 1I have told you
this of course silenced me I no
gentlemans
longer expressed any doubts as to the truth of the gentlemens
Gent lemans statement
at 10
io 0 clock the next morning monday september 30 1872 president youngs carriage was at the door with my good natured not to say
jolly friend president smith in it who took us all to see all that he thought
worth seeing there was the new temple now in course of construction
and if ever finished will be one of the most magnificent edifices in the
united states the theatre28
theatre28 and the courthouse are structures that would
be creditable to any city the water works and many other public works
improvements give highly satisfactory evidence of the public spirit the good
sense the energy of the people and of a wise and faithful administration of

I

1

swarmed into the salt lake valley as early as may 22 1848 the
seagulls flew to the rescue beginning june 991848
1848 see davis bitton and linda P wilcox
pestiferous ironclads
Iron clads the grasshopper problem in pioneer utah utah historical
cormons
quarterly 46 fall 1978 336 55 and william hartley mormons
Mormons crickets and gulls
A new look at an old story utah historical quarterly
summer 1970 224 39
28 architect william H folsom designed the salt lake theater to be a close
duplicate of the drury lane theatre in london completed in 1862 the theater had a
capacity of 1500 ila fisher maughan pioneer theatre in the desert salt lake city
springfield
deseret book 1961 93 in 1865 samuel bowles editor of Spri
neeld republican visited
salt lake city in company with US vice president schuyler colfax and had this to say
about the theater
27

the crickets

the building is itself a rare triumph of art and enterprise no
one hundred thousand inhabitants

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss2/12
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the affairs of the community an uncommonly pleasant drive was that to
camp douglas 2 9 a couple of miles away from the city it is beautifully situ
abed
ated on a slope of the wasatch mountains high enough to afford a good
view of salt lake city and the surrounding country nothing can be more
charming the city with its wide streets lined with shade trees giving it erff
e
ely
ette
fete
eif at this distance an air of quiet repose the fields for many miles around
elf
carefully cultivated rivulets and trenches filled with sparkling water crossing them in all directions and beyond the whole the imposing mountain
range many of the higher peaks covered with glittering snow surely the
panorama is lovely
president smith introduced us to the commandant of the camp
general morrow in whom we found an exceedingly pleasant gentleman30
Gentleman30
indeed with his commanding figure noble countenance most courteous
and at the same time dignified bearing he realized the beau ideal of an
american officer his great collection of indian weapons dresses utensils
c etc was as curious and interesting as his remarks on indian character and warfare and his account of personal adventures among the savages

twenty thousand possesses so fine a theatrical structure it ranks alike
ahle in
alke
alle
capacity and elegance of structure and finish along with the opera houses
and academies of music of boston new york Phd
philadelphia
adelphia chicago and
cincinnati samuel bowles across the continent A summer s journey to the
mormons
Mor mons and the pacific states with speaker colfax
rocky mountains the cormons
springfield mass samuel bowles 18651103
1865 103
established october 26 1862 fort douglas had several buildings including a
pair of two story red sandstone barracks capable of holding 480 men the fort served as
headquarters for the thirteenth regiment in 1871 deeming that a mormon uprising
was imminent the US president ordered the headquarters to be removed to fort fred
steele in wyoming in 1873 as no uprising had occurred the base was shifted back to
fort douglas under a new colonel hence when bierwirth s party came to the camp in
1872 they were greeted by general henry A morrow a lieutenant colonel rather than
general philip de trobriand the colonel of the thirteenth legion who had met with
seward two years earlier U G mcalexander history of the thirteenth regiment united
states infantry salt lake city regimental press thirteenth infantry 1905 73 lyman
clarence pedersen jr history of fort douglas utah phd diss brigham young
university 1967 47 220
30 A letter general morrow wrote in 1874 says this of his relationship with the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons 1 I assure you I1 left salt lake with great good feelings towards its industrious and frugal population I1 shall always remember the many acts of courtesy and
wihl never cease to wish prosperity and happiness to a city
kindness 1I received and 1I will
which attracted me so much by the beauty of its people As quoted in US troops in
utah in our pioneer heritage comp kate B carter 20 VOIS
vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1958 77 1827
29
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were entertaining and instructive while the charm of his communications
was greatly enhanced by the total absence of boasting or self laudation
returning to the city our amiable guide related many interesting
episodes in the history of the people he had a ready and frank answer to
all our questions some of which we might have hesitated to ask of a less
good natured gentleman he spoke freely of the criminal suits now pending against brigham young and other mormon leaders whom he declared
and no doubt honestly believes entirely innocent of all the accusations
against them he denounced an apostate or rather a fellow who was
expelled from the church as the cause of all the trouble relating many of
the villains attrocious
attro cious sic acts and on my expressing surprise that justice
had not yet got hold of him our humorous friend replied the fellow always
31
manages to get some one else s neck between his own and the rope 1131
when drawing near the city president smith informed us that for the
afternoon an excursion had been arranged on a newly opened rrd
ard to
lehi32 about 40 miles distant that the trip would give us the opportunity to see utah lake and the river jordan and that a special train had been
soon after 1i ocl PM a carriage came for us to the
provided for the trip
hotel to take us to the depot and entering the cars we were received by half
a dozen gentlemen among them president young soon the car became
filled by the elite of the city s population including quite a number of
ladies 33 to all of whom we were introduced president young took a seat
next to me and I1 had 10
io minutes conversation with him when he left me to

this

apostate is undoubtedly william hickman 1815 83 who was excommunica ted in 1868 for reasons that remain unclear faced with a sure conviction in 1870
municated
for the murder of frank moreno hickman was supposedly promised immunity if he
Hickmans statehickmann
implicated several leaders of the church in an unsolved 1857 murder hickmans
ments before a grand jury in fall 1871 brought about charges of incitement to murder
against brigham young daniel H wells and seven other latter day saints all pled
welis
wells
weils and president young were placed on house
not guilty awaiting trial mayor webs
arrest for 120 days while the others were jailed for six months in the fort douglas
prison hickman also served time but was later released when the united states
supreme court discovered the anti mormon tactics the chief justice and his predecesahl
abl criminal proceedings in utah during the previous
ail
ali
sors had used they invalidated all
eighteen months charges in the murder case were dropped richard S van wagoner
mormons salt lake city signature books 1982
and steven C walker A book of cormons
118 24 hope A hilton
wild bill hickman and the mormon frontier salt lake city
signature books 1988 123 28133 34138 arrington brigham young 372 73
32 this stretch of the railroad was completed just four days before conference
september 28
1872
trains deseret evening news september28
281872
33 the gentlemen on this excursion included brigham young george Q cannon george A smith daniel H wells and orson pratt distinguished party october 1i 1872 the only lady who can be identified is the wife of hiram B clawson
31
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bestow the favor and honor of his company upon some on sic else
in
stature he is not above the middle size but well made and considering his
age upwards of 71 years remarkably elastic in his movements he looks
15 to 20 years younger than he is
there is nothing plebeian in his
appearance on the contrary his rather handsome
intellectual not
decidedly masculine features his hands his feet all seem to point to
patrician origin while by his dress and manners he might readily be taken
for an english gentleman he is courteous and yet with a touch of hauteur
in his conversation he is studiously guarded and more than seemed to me
consistent with good taste he endeavors to give his utterances a sanctimonious turn this however may be the natural promptings of a saint with
more than a dozen wives
1I had half
an hour s talk with one mrs young and did not find it
tedious rather greater exertion was required to prevent pauses in the conversation with a daughter of president youngs
one of geni clasen s
wives a really beautiful young woman but reserved not to say shy in her
manners the thought struck me to inquire after her children and then she
spoke with a mother s eloquence I1 could readily believe that her daughter
the one 5 years old was a dear little thing 7 and no doubt a perfect
beauty I1 added to which with a sweet smile she replied 1 I am sure you
1134
34
would say so if you were to see her 3134
every one in the car shewed
chewed a desire to make the trip pleasant to us
whatever deserved notice along the road the irrigation of the fields the natural reservoirs from which the water was drawn utah lake and the river
jordan the mines that had been recently opened
all was
c etc
pointed out to us and by order of president young the train stopped to give
us the opportunity of examining some smelting
work s35 near the road
sm elting works35
smelling
well pleased with our trip but rather tired by the day s work we returned
to our hotel in time for supper soon after which nothing had greater
attraction for me than my bed

bierwirth was speaking either with alice young clawson 1839 74 about her
daughter luna 1866
or with emily young clawson 1849 1912 about her daughter
carlie louine 1869 1965 whose age he would have incorrectly recorded
smelling
smelting
elting works
35 the deseret evening news made a point of the sm
34

on

the return of the company the car stopped at the saturn Sm
smelting
smelling
elting
mr G W gerrish superintendent of the work explained the
works
smelting
smelling
elting to the visitors some idea of the results that are being
process of sm
accomplished there may be formed from the statement of mr gerrish that
from 7 0 clock on saturday morning until the same hour on sunday morning
they ran offforty
off forty two tons of ore only 29 per cent of which was lead and the
per centage of slag was very small not exceeding from one to one and a quarter
an excursion deseret evening news october 1i 1872
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one little incident of the trip

still wish to mention passing the
entrance to the emma mines 36 1I told a gentleman at my side that I1 had
been trying to get specimens of utah ores had been for the purpose to the
bureau of mines but had not been successful he with a smile inquired if
I1 wished to speculate in mines I1 replied that nothing was further from my
thoughts but I1 had wished to get the ores for my sons cabinet of minerals
when we were near the end of our journey he asked when 1I intended
to leave and on my saying that it would be at 1i 0 cl the next day he bade
me good night with the remark that he would have the pleasure of seeing me
once more before my departure and sure enough by 11 0 cl am the
next day he appeared with a parcel in his hands containing half a dozen
specimens of utah ores all properly labeled which he handed me apologizing that want of time had not allowed him to collect a larger number
but that he had requested a friend and had sent his son to find a few more
soon thereafter the two messengers arrived bringing what they had been
sent for thus completing the collection and making me the owner of a
1I have related the ciraln
als utah oresa
ffliner ain
oresx
really valuable collection of minerals
ores
cum stance to show that mormonism does not destroy nor weaken the
cumstance
1I

inducements to gentlemanly attention and courtesy
on the ist of october 1872 we left the beautiful city of the saints
again at the depot we found several of our friends who had come there to
31 we felt
gaon
facon
bid us good bye our thanks were not mere gacon
faon de parler 37
indebted to them for a highly interesting experience in our journey and
now after our return from places much farther west we still consider the
cormons on the whole the most satisfactory part of our voyage
visit to the mormons
inasmuch as besides making us acquainted with one of the richest and
loveliest sections of the country it has enabled us to form our own opinion
of a people of whom our knowledge was based on more or less incorrect
and often altogether false reports

the salt lake daily herald added the visitors

expressed themselves highly pleased
with the progress which had been made in the development of this valley
distinguished party october 1i 1872
36 the emma silver mines are in the little cottonwood mining district at alta
nineteen miles southeast of salt lake city these mines were the first in the area the
major tunnel collapsed on june 3 1872 due to this accident and mismanagement
the mine became largely idle thereafter W turrentine jackson the infamous emma
mine A british interest in the little cottonwood district utah territory utah historical quarterly 23 october 1955 339 62
37 that is facades for the purpose of diplomatic conversation
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in order not to be misunderstood 1I may as well here mention what 1I told
one of the apostles that 1I had been twice to the tabernacle & had heard
two of their prominent men deliver elaborate discourses on doctrinal
points but that they had failed to convince me of the truth of their religion
and that 1I surely could never become a mormon I1 feel so still but candor
compels me to say that apart from the abomination of polygamy there is
nothing in the doctrines of mormonism deserving condemnation tho
there is no doubt a good deal in them that un believers will treat with derision and polygamy is not one of the original tenets of the church but was
palmed upon it in later years to the disgust and horror of its right thinking
chewn by mrs stenhouse in her recently pubmembers as conclusively shewn
lished highly interesting book 38
judging of the people by what we saw of them considering the circumstances
cum stances under which about a quarter of a century ago they were driven
from illinois the hardships they had to endure before they reached the
land of promise which however was then not a land flowing with milk
and honey but a barren valley without a tree in it without water courses
enclosed by a range of towering
snow capped mountains bearing in
mind that they brought with them only a few carts and mules and not by
any means a full supply of human food nor clothing to resist the rigor of
the rapidly approaching winter imagining their position when in obedience to a revelation from on high as they humbly believed they pitched
wflderness and then beholding what in a score of years
their tents in the wilderness
they have made in this wilderness one of the best cultivated & most prosperous section of the union with a capital rivaling in attractions the loveliest inland cities and with numerous settlements all giving proof of earnest
thrift regarding and considering all this the conclusion to me is irresis
sistible
tible that nothing but entire and abiding faith in the truth of their

fanny warn stenhouse was the first wife of
oftT B H stenhouse together the
couple helped open the italian mission of the church afterwards in utah T B H
News and married a second wife belinda
deseretnews
stenhouse worked as a reporter for the Deseret
pratt when zina young brigham youngs daughter did not reciprocate Sten
stenhouses
houses
romantic interest the reporter s activity in the church began to wane he affiliated
with the godbeites
God beites divorced belinda pratt and apostatized with fanny with whom he
penned several anti mormon works ronald W walker the Sten
stenhouses
houses and the
making of a mormon image journal of mormon history i1 1974 51 72 the book to
cormons A
Mormons
which bierwirth refers is mrs T B H stenhouse A ladys life among the mormons
record of personal experience as one of the wives of a mormon elder during a period of
more than twenty years 2d
ad ed new york russell brothers 1872
38
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religion could have given the people the strength and patience and power
of endurance that have been required to accomplish what they now are
able to exhibit to the visitor from afar
in thus endeavoring to do justice to the people who still have to suffer
from violent and in some respects eeriainl
certainly unjust prejudices 1I must say
once more that nothing can nor should mitigate the abhorrence of
polygamy but 1I may say the death knell of that detestable institution is
heard throughout the territory and loudest in salt lake city the voices of
common sense of decency of christian morality have begun to find attentive listeners and when they speak in manner and words like mrs stenhouse in her good book they cannot fail to have a salutary effect the
people still have pluck enough to resist brute attacks but they will not and
do not obstinately shut their ears to the honest admonition of reason nor
wall
wfll they remain insensible to the gentle tones of christian sympathy
will
already there are churches of various christian denominations in salt lake
presbiterian
ian baptist & methodist with steadily increasing
city episcopal presbyterian
Presbiter
influence39 and since the opening of
congregations exercising a salutary influence39
the mines the successful development of which is powerfully assisted by the
opening of rhoads
rroads there is a rapid increase of the gentile population
whose votes will no doubt ere long determine the elections the heads of
the mormon church will be deprived of the direction of affairs and the
loss of political power will be fatal to their influence upon both society &
religion mormonism as originally taught may live in utah and 1I do not
see why it should not as well as the other countless dilutions of our lord s
teachings but polygamy is dead and will soon be buried be buried
now for california

ians entered utah in 1867 and had within three years built the
the episcopalians
Episcopal
cathedral church of st mark the first methodist church was organized in salt lake
39

presbyterian and baptist congregations were organized in salt lake city
the following year see world s fair ecclesiastical history of utah salt lake city
george Q cannon and sons 1893 191 203 222 23 258 276 77 and robert joseph
dwyer the gentile comes to utah A study in religious and social conflict 1862 1890
162 63
america 1971 38 417
washington DC catholic university press of ofamerica
41162

city in

1870

donald Q cannon donald cannonbyuedu is professor of church history
and doctrine at brigham young university he earned a BA and an MA in history
from the university of utah and a phd in history from clark university his most
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recent publication is encyclopedia oflatter
of latter day saint history which he coedited
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